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Abstract
Financial account liberalizations since the second half of the 1980s paved way for
the burgeoning literature that investigates foreign exchange market efficiency in emerg-
ing markets via testing for the uncovered interest parity (UIP) condition. This paper
provides a broad and critical survey on this recent literature as well as a general under-
standing on the topic through reviewing the related literature on developed economies
where recent methodological advances in time series econometrics have provided fa-
vorable results, questioning the previously documented UIP puzzle. The literature on
emerging markets suggests that these countries deserve a special treatment by taking
into account the existence of additional types of risk premia, high inflation episodes,
financial contagion, peso problem, simultaneity problem, asymmetricity, and the deter-
mination of de facto structural breaks.
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1 Introduction
The uncovered interest parity (UIP) condition, a cornerstone in assessing foreign exchange
market efficiency, has confronted a vast number of empirical tests which have produced
unfavorable results until recently.1 The UIP condition is a no-arbitrage condition between
investing in a domestic currency denominated asset and a foreign currency denominated
asset such that
(1 + it,k) =
(
1 + i∗t,k
) Set+k
St
(1)
where it,k and i∗t,k are the interest rates on domestic and foreign currency denominated
assets with k periods to maturity respectively, St denotes the nominal exchange rate as
the domestic currency value of one unit of foreign currency at time t, and Set+k denotes
the current market expectation of the nominal exchange rate of t + k given all available
information at t.
A proper documentation of the assumptions underlying this equation is crucial in in-
terpreting the empirical evidence on the UIP condition. These assumptions can be stated
as follows: investors are risk neutral; transaction costs are negligible; underlying assets are
identical in terms of liquidity, maturity and default risk; and there is a sufficient number of
investors with ample funds available for arbitrage.
Previous empirical literature reaches an estimable UIP condition by log-approximation
of equation (1) and imposing rational expectations:2
∆kst+k = it,k − i∗t,k where ∆kst+k = st+k − st. (2)
The UIP condition, hence, can be assessed empirically through estimating
∆kst+k = β0 + β1(it,k − i∗t,k) + ut+k (3a)
and testing the joint hypothesis of β0 = 0, β1 = 1, and ut+k is orthogonal to the information
available at t. In addition, assuming the covered interest parity (CIP) condition, i.e. fkt −
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st = it,k − i∗t,k, where fkt denotes the k-period forward exchange rate at t, one can test for
the UIP condition through estimating
∆kst+k = β0 + β1(fkt − st) + ut+k (3b)
and testing the same hypothesis as above.3
Earlier empirical literature on the UIP condition mostly focuses on developed economies
rather than emerging markets because of lack of data. Recently, increases in the degree of
financial liberalization in emerging markets enabled many researchers to analyze foreign
exchange market efficiency in these economies. It is the lack of a comprehensive survey
reviewing this recent literature that motivates this study.
Briefly, our reading of the literature highlights the following points: For developed
economies, the recent literature on the UIP condition benefitting from the recent advances
in time-series econometrics provides favorable results. This literature suggests that the UIP
puzzle documented by the previous studies can in fact be a statistical artifact. For emerging
markets, the empirical literature on the UIP condition reveals that these countries indeed
deserve a special treatment due to emerging-market-specific macroeconomic conditions in-
cluding incomplete institutional reforms, weaker macroeconomic fundamentals, and shallow
financial markets. The conditions that merit special treatment while testing for the UIP
condition for emerging markets are the existence of additional types of risk premia, peso
problem, simultaneity problem, financial contagion, high inflation episodes, asymmetricity,
and the determination of de facto structural breaks, to name a few. We will focus on these
points in the text.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: The next section provides a general under-
standing of the UIP condition through examining the literature on developed economies,
Section 3 presents the related work on emerging market economies, and Section 4 concludes.
3
2 Uncovered Interest Parity and Developed Economies
Earlier empirical evidence for developed economies within the context of the UIP condition
is generally unfavorable. Specifically, the majority of the papers documented the so-called
“forward premium bias” (or forward discount anomaly), that is, the forward premium pre-
dicts the spot exchange rate movement in the wrong direction, i.e. β1 is negative in equation
(3b).4 This result is by and large robust to the estimation techniques and the data set, as
exposed in the surveys of Froot and Thaler (1990), Taylor (1995), Lewis (1995), Engel
(1996), Sarno (2005), Chinn (2006) and Isard (2006). Froot and Thaler (1990) report only
few studies where β1 in equation (3b) is positive and even in those, the estimates are less
than the hypothesized value of one. Lewis (1995) emphasizes that accounting for discrete
changes in the economic environment may improve the empirical results. Engel (1996) high-
lights the existence of time-varying risk premium as a source of forward premium puzzle,
and reports the limited success of the risk premium literature in explaining the forward
premium bias. Sarno (2005) reviews the literature that focuses on nonlinear dynamics of
deviations from the UIP condition and that incorporates term structure models. Chinn
(2006) analyzes the robustness of the results with respect to the time horizon.
Traditionally, departures from the UIP condition are attributed to non-rationality of
market expectations and/or risk aversion of agents that demand a premium for investing
in “risky” assets. Essentially, these two are tested jointly while estimating equation (3a)
or (3b), and a rejection of the UIP condition implies that rational expectations and/or risk
neutrality assumptions do not hold.
In addition to the aforementioned “text-book” reasons, it is possible to state other
reasons for the unfavorable empirical evidence for the UIP condition. These include exis-
tence of transaction costs, possible effects of central bank interventions, existence of limits
to speculation, and the possibility that investors may care for real rather than nominal
returns.5
We next analyze each of these potential sources of deviations from the UIP condition
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briefly, first by focusing on what we call as “traditional/text-book” reasons that undermines
the UIP condition. Thereafter, we present studies benefiting from recent methodological
advances that may shed light on the highly stylized forward premium bias.
(i) Rational expectations assumption does not hold, i.e. st+k = E[st+k|It] + ηt+k where
the forecast error ηt+k depends on the information available at time t, which yields excess
returns even when agents are risk-neutral. In particular, under such non-rational expecta-
tions, we have the following UIP regression:
∆kst+k = β0 + β1(fkt − st) + ηt+k + ut+k (4)
where ut+k is a white-noise disturbance term. Both the experimental (see Marey, 2004a-b,
and references therein) and survey evidence (see MacDonald, 2000; and Pesaran and Weale,
2006; for a review of this literature) on the formation of market expectations of the exchange
rate reveals that market participants form their expectations in a non-rational way.
(ii) Risk neutrality assumption does not hold and risk-averse investors demand a pre-
mium for holding assets that are perceived to be risky. Accordingly, defining the risk
premium as ρt = fkt − set+k within the context of equation (3b), the risk-premium adjusted
UIP condition can be stated as
∆ekst+k = β0 + β1
(
fkt − st
)
− ρt + ut+k (5)
where ut+k is a white-noise error term. Since tests for the UIP condition involve a joint
hypothesis that comprises of rational expectations and risk-neutrality, one can use survey-
based expected depreciation data to isolate the effect of risk neutrality. In this vein, for
instance, MacDonald (2000), and Chinn and Frankel (2002) rely on survey-based data on
the bilateral US dollar exchange rate for different forecast horizons, and document that
the UIP slope coefficient is significantly different from one, justifying the presence of a
time-varying risk premium.
Next, we consider the literature on the “not-so-traditional” reasons for the observed
deviations from the UIP condition. As aforementioned, a more complete picture can be
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drawn by accounting for transaction costs (Hollifield and Uppal, 1997; Verdelhan, 2006),
possible effects of central bank interventions (McCallum, 1994; Anker, 1999; Christensen,
2000; Baillie and Osterberg, 2000; Alexius, 2002; Chinn and Meredith, 2004; Mark and
Moh, 2007), existence of limits to speculation (Lyons, 2001; Villanueva, 2005; Sarno et
al. 2006), and the possibility that investors may care for real rather than nominal returns
(Engel, 1996).
In a general equilibrium setting, along with Dumas (1992), Hollifield and Uppal (1997)
show that the segmentation of international commodity markets through proportional trans-
action costs drives the β1 coefficient downward. However, they also document that this
transaction cost cannot account for the forward premium bias in its entirety. In particu-
lar, the negative estimates of β1 observed in the empirical literature cannot be replicated
by these models even in the presence of unrealistically high transaction costs and extreme
risk aversion parameters. Verdelhan (2006) uses slow-moving external habit preferences
(following Campbell and Cochrane, 1999) together with time-varying risk-free rates and
transaction costs, and demonstrates that forward premium bias can be rationalized by such
a model, regardless of the type of transaction cost.
The existence of central bank interventions may also distort the UIP condition. In
particular, as McCallum (1994) highlights, monetary authorities’ reaction to exchange rate
movements through policy rates leads to the joint determination of the expected deprecia-
tion and the interest rate differential. In the context of empirical applications of the UIP
condition, this implies a simultaneity bias, causing lower and possibly negative β1 estimates.
Christensen (2000), however, documents that negative β1 estimates cannot only be justified
by the estimated parameter values of the monetary policy reaction function suggested by
McCallum. Chinn and Meredith (2004) extend McCallum’s model by including output and
inflation in the monetary policy reaction function and document that deviations from the
UIP condition are primarily due to monetary policy reactions to temporary disturbances in
the exchange rate. In a parallel vein, Alexius (2002) constructs a model in which a central
bank minimizes an expected discounted loss function which comprises of recent inflation,
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output and interest rate movements. Her results suggest a negative β1 coefficient when the
central bank pursues interest rate smoothing. Moreover, Mark and Moh (2007) develop a
continuous-time model of UIP in which central banks’ policies to contain interest differen-
tial within a certain band can lead to forward premium bias. They are able to corroborate
the empirical evidence that forward premium bias intensifies during periods in which cen-
tral banks are intervening. In addition, Anker (1999) documents that a pure interest rate
smoothing policy of a central bank cannot account for the observed forward premium bias
in its entirety. Baillie and Osterberg (2000) estimate the effect of interventions in the for-
eign exchange market by central banks on the level and variance of ex post deviations from
the UIP condition within a FIGARCH framework. They report for the U.S. and Germany
that these interventions drive excess currency returns over the UIP-implied level for some
certain sub-periods.6
Limits to speculation hypothesis (LSH) suggests that investors engage in a specific
trading strategy only if that strategy yields a sufficiently large excess return per unit of
risk (Sharpe ratio). This hypothesis suggests the possibility of a band of inaction in which
the forward premium bias does not imply a profitable opportunity to exploit (Lyons, 2001;
Sarno et al., 2006). This implication of LSH is confirmed by Villanueva (2005). In particular,
Villanueva documents that spot exchange rate undershoots in response to a positive interest
differential shock, which is possibly due to the aforementioned band of inaction.
When rational risk-neutral agents care about real rather than nominal returns on finan-
cial assets, then the no-arbitrage condition for the forward exchange market becomes
Et
[
F kt − St+k
pit,t+k
]
= 0.
where pit,t+k is the k-period domestic inflation. Under the assumption that all the variables
are log-normally distributed, the basic estimable UIP equation (3b) becomes:
∆kst+k = β0 + β1
(
fkt − st
)
+ θ1vart(st+k) + θ2covt(st+k, pit+k) + ut+k (6)
where the variance and covariance terms arise from Jensen’s inequality, and ut+k is white
noise. Yet, many researchers have reported insignificant Jensen’s inequality terms (JIT),
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and document that omitting JIT does not cause any problems empirically (Frankel, 1993;
and for a survey Engel, 1996). Nevertheless, if JIT are found to be significant, which is more
probable for a relatively volatile economy, then the omission may cause biased β1 estimates.
As a result of recent advances in time series econometrics, a number of studies show
that forward premium bias can be treated as a statistical artifact rather than an economic
puzzle, and hence argue that UIP works better than it seems.
Recent papers report favorable results for extremely short investment horizons or long-
term maturities, suggesting that previous unfavorable results are confined to mid-horizons or
-maturities only. Chaboud and Wright (2005) report favorable results for the UIP condition
for intra-day frequencies, while Alexius (2001), Chinn and Meredith (2005) and Chinn (2006)
conclude that temporary disturbances to the UIP condition abate over maturities longer
than a year. These imply that, for extremely short investment horizons, exchange rate risks
vanish whereas for long horizons, the effects of monetary policy actions, the volatility of
risk premia, and market expectations are lessened.
Baillie and Bollerslev (2000) argue that earlier rejections of the UIP condition are mostly
due to factors such as small-sample bias, unstable β1 estimates over different sub-periods,
and high persistence in forward premium. Similarly, Maynard and Phillips (2001) demon-
strate that differences in the persistence of exchange rate changes and of forward premia
may induce forward premium bias. Specifically, OLS estimation of the UIP condition with
a stationary dependent variable and a near-unit root regressor induces a left-tailed limiting
distribution, which in turn causes β1 to converge to zero. Liu and Maynard (2005) argue
that high persistence in forward premium can provide a partial explanation of the bias.
Through a stochastic partial break model, Sakoulis and Zivot (2005) show that ignoring
structural breaks may cause spurious persistence in forward premium, which may result in
forward premium bias. Similarly, Choi and Zivot (2007) show that accounting for struc-
tural breaks significantly reduces the observed persistence in the forward premium. Hence,
the frequently observed forward premium bias may be a statistical artifact, resulting from
estimating unbalanced test regressions, or disregarding structural breaks, or both.
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Linear estimation of the UIP condition may also cause a forward premium bias when
the true data generating process reveals strong nonlinearity, which is confirmed by smooth
transitive regression (STR)estimations of Sarno et al. (2006) and Baillie and Kilic (2006).
Using excess currency return as the transition variable, Sarno et al. show that forward pre-
mium bias becomes persistent yet economically small as the expected exchange rate change
is closer to the UIP-implied level. Baillie and Kilic (2006) use lagged/risk-adjusted forward
premium as the transition variable and conclude that forward premium bias occurs when
the premium is small and/or negative and UIP is less likely to be rejected when the premium
is larger. These results favoring nonlinearity/asymmetricity within the UIP context are also
in line with the earlier literature documenting that positive versus negative (Bansal, 1997;
Bansal and Dahlquist, 2000), and normal versus extreme (Huisman et al., 1998) forward
premia/interest differential deserve different treatments. In particular, through empirical
analyses, Bansal, and Bansal and Dahlquist show that the UIP condition is more likely
to hold when the interest differential is negative, whereas Huisman et al. report that for
extreme and positive forward premia, the UIP condition cannot be rejected. Hence, the
stylized substantial departures from the UIP condition may not mean foreign exchange
market inefficiency when the data shows strong nonlinearity.
Albuquerque (2006) estimates equation (3b), treating forward premium as endogenous,
and using lagged values of forward premia and interest rates as instruments. The results
of two and three-stage least squares with time-varying fixed effects reveal positive and
significant slope coefficients, weakening the forward premium bias.
In addition, Maynard (2006) questions the conventional regression-based analyses and
directly tests the forward rate unbiasedness hypothesis using sign and covariance-based
tests, and reports that the previously documented forward premium puzzle may in fact be
a statistical artifact.
To sum up, the existence of persistent deviations from the UIP condition has remained
a highly debated topic in international finance. In particular, earlier literature documents
that the forward premium/interest differential predicts the movements in the exchange rate
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in the wrong direction. Yet, recent studies show that the problem is mostly confined to the
mid-horizon investments only. Employing methodological advances, recent literature reveal
that the puzzle may in fact be a statistical artifact, i.e. ignoring structural breaks, confining
the UIP estimation to a linear framework, and ignoring high persistence in the data may
lead to spuriously unfavorable results within the context of the UIP condition.
3 Uncovered Interest Parity and Emerging Market Economies
Many emerging markets have begun liberalizing their financial accounts in the late 1980s
and the early 1990s, as seen in Table 1.7 However, their degrees of financial liberaliza-
tion are still by and large less than those observed in developed economies.8 Emerging
market economies are mostly characterized by incomplete institutional reforms, relatively
volatile economic conditions, weaker macroeconomic fundamentals and shallow financial
markets. Since the UIP condition holds under the assumptions of perfect capital mobility,
risk neutrality, identical assets in terms of liquidity, maturity and default risk, and negligi-
ble transaction costs, each of these characteristics, then, may contribute to deviations from
the UIP condition for these economies. Loosely speaking, incomplete institutional reforms
may contribute to higher default risks and positive transaction costs, whereas relatively
volatile economic conditions and weaker macroeconomic fundamentals may contribute to
higher currency and default risks both in magnitude and volatility. In light of these, it is
plausible to expect that the UIP condition is less likely to hold in emerging markets than
in developed economies.
We first survey the comparative empirical literature on developed and emerging market
economies within the context of the UIP. This strand of literature attempts to shed light
on whether emerging markets and developed economies should be differentiated within
the context of UIP estimations. After underlining these differences, we provide a detailed
discussion for each item.
Bansal and Dahlquist (2000), Flood and Rose (2002) and Frankel and Poonawala (2006)
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Country De jure Liberalization Date Country De jure Liberalization Date
Argentina Nov-89 Malaysia Dec-88
Bangladesh Nov-89 Mexico May-89
Brazil May-91 Pakistan Feb-91
Chile Jan-92 Phillippines Jun-91
Columbia Feb-91 South Africa Nov-96
Egypt Nov-91 Sri Lanka Jan-91
Greece Dec-87 Taiwan Jan-91
India Nov-92 Thailand Sep-87
Indonesia Sep-89 Trinidad and Tobago Apr-94
Jamaica Sep-91 Tunisia Jun-95
Jordan Dec-95 Turkey Aug-89
Kenya Jan-95 Venezuela Jan-90
Korea Jan-92 Zimbabwe Jun-93
Source: Bekaert et al. (2002) and country sources.
Table 1: De jure liberalization dates of major emerging markets
take the structural differences between emerging markets and developed economies into
account in their estimations, and contrary to initial expectations, document less unfavorable
results for emerging markets. In particular, Bansal and Dahlquist (2000) study a total of 28
developed and emerging economies using monthly data for the period 1976-1998 and report
that UIP deviations lessen for countries with lower per capita GNP, lower credit ratings,
higher average inflation and higher inflation volatility. Using higher data frequencies, Flood
and Rose (2002) test for the UIP condition for 13 developed and 10 emerging market
economies for the 1990s and also report favorable results for high-inflation economies and
those countries who experience at least one exchange rate regime switch throughout the
sample period. Using forward market data for emerging markets, Frankel and Poonawala
(2006) analyze the forward premium bias explicitly for a set of 21 developed and emerging
market economies for the period December 1996-April 2004 and document that forward
premium bias is less severe in emerging markets.9
There are several issues arising from these studies: First, so far there is no empirical
support for the a priori expectation that UIP is less likely to hold in emerging markets. This
may be because of high inflation and easy-to-follow pattern of macroeconomic fundamentals
in emerging markets.10 Also, de jure capital controls in these markets may not be binding,
as emphasized by Kose (2006) and Carvalho and Garcia (2007). Second, the results seem
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to be robust to the sample choice, possible correlation of shocks among emerging markets,
but not to the choice of base currency.11
The results of the aforementioned studies, therefore, indicate that it is possible to dif-
ferentiate emerging markets and developed economies in terms of testing for UIP. Hence,
emerging markets merit a special treatment in this respect.
The UIP literature on emerging markets differs from that on developed economies due
to emerging market specific conditions, which shape how we classify the related literature.
In particular, first, compared to developed economies, the presence of relatively volatile
economic conditions and the ongoing structural changes in emerging markets emphasize
regime-change analysis. Second, the peso problem, namely, the anticipated but not ma-
terialized changes in the exchange rate resulting in systematic deviations from the UIP
condition is expected to be mostly confined to emerging markets, as this phenomenon may
be intensified under severe structural changes. Third, monetary authorities in countries
that suffer from “fear of floating” are inclined to overstabilize the exchange rate move-
ments. Hence this makes simultaneity bias more pronounced for emerging markets. Fourth,
since emerging markets are characterized by volatile economic conditions and incomplete
institutional reforms, it is more plausible to expect risk premia offered by these country
assets. The rest of this section presents a detailed analysis of each of these points.12
3.1 Structural Changes and the Uncovered Interest Parity
The existence of relatively frequent structural breaks in emerging markets constitute the
first difference between these and the developed economies within the context of testing for
the UIP condition. In this regard, it is of crucial importance to identify the de facto break
date appropriately, since imposing a de jure structural break date and testing for the UIP
condition before and after that date may yield misleading results.13
As foreign exchange markets are liberalized, excess returns over the UIP-implied level
are expected to decay gradually both in magnitude and volatility. Using de jure financial
liberalization dates for nine emerging market economies, Francis et al. (2002) document
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that the impact of financial liberalization on the UIP condition is ambiguous. In particular,
they report that the three Latin American countries in their study exhibit an increase in
the magnitude and volatility of excess currency returns after liberalization; whereas for the
five Asian countries and Turkey, excess returns are generally lower in the post-liberalization
period. Moreover, employing a three-factor Fama-French model (Fama and French, 1993)
with time-varying factors and betas, they conclude that the time-varying risk premium
differs significantly in the pre- and post-liberalization periods for all countries but one, with
no general pattern attributable to all countries. Splitting the sample in a pre-determined
way, Mansori (2003) explores whether the introduction of euro and the adoption of accession
partnerships with the EU have an effect on the UIP condition for the Central European
economies. His findings suggest that the UIP condition holds for the period 1994-2002, and
the analyzed structural breaks do not seem to matter.14
Previous empirical studies take the timing of the regime-switch in a pre-determined way
by using the official declaration date as given. Although setting a regime switch date for
estimation purposes is unescapable, as Bekaert et al. (2002) point out, de facto date of
structural break does not need to coincide with the official declaration date. In particular,
Bekaert et al. (2002) study the timing of regime switches in 20 emerging market economies
for the period 1980-1996 with a focus on equity markets and show that the endogenous
regime switch date occurs mostly within 3 years of one of the major liberalization dates.
Goh et al. (2006) recognize the importance of determining the regime switch date
endogenously, and incorporate this in a UIP framework. They study Malaysia for the period
1978-2002, which covers episodes of interest rate liberalization, currency crisis, exchange rate
controls and economic recessions, making Malaysia a good candidate for such an analysis.
Particularly, they employ the switching ARCH model of Hamilton and Susmel (1994) in
which the regime change is analyzed through endogenizing the timing of the regime change.
The regime change is taken as shifts in the conditional volatility of deviations from the UIP
condition over different regimes and the timing of the regime switch is estimated through
a first-order Markov process. Goh et al. show that deviations from the UIP condition are
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found to be fluctuating within a narrower margin around a level closer to zero, as the country
takes a step for liberalization, and political and macroeconomic stability is assured.15
To sum up, although the existence of relatively frequent structural breaks in emerging
markets calls for identifying break dates appropriately, the UIP literature on emerging
markets so far seems to have understudied this phenomenon. Accordingly, identifying and
modeling structural breaks provide a room for improvement for further research on the UIP
condition for emerging markets.
3.2 The Peso Problem and the Uncovered Interest Parity
Another difference between the emerging markets and the developed economies within the
context of UIP testing is that the peso problem is expected to be more pronounced for the
emerging markets. In particular, when a market expects a discrete change in the exchange
rate which is not materialized at that extent for a prolonged period, namely in the presence
of the peso problem, deviations from the UIP condition may occur through the following
mechanism: when market expectations about the future value of the exchange rate are not
fulfilled for a prolonged period, the realized value of the exchange rates deviates from the
expected exchange rate systematically. Since market expectations are reflected in the for-
ward premium, this persistent deviation causes forward premium to be a biased predictor of
the future exchange rate (Lewis, 1995). Next, by following Lewis, we demonstrate formally
how the peso problem causes such a bias in empirical UIP analyses.
The expected future exchange rate depends on whether and to what extent the current
and expected future fundamentals are compatible with the path of the exchange rate. The
path of fundamentals are affected by current and future macroeconomic policies. This can
motivate the following decomposition of the expected exchange rate of t + 1 formed at t
into two parts:
Etst+1 = ptEt(st+1|B) + (1− pt)Et(st+1|A) (7)
where A and B denote two different economic states driven by different policy choices, and
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pt is the probability that the state of economy will switch from the current state A to a
new state B at t + 1. Suppose the current state is preserved. Then the forecast error
can be decomposed into two components, the rational expectations forecast error and the
unfulfilled expectations about the policy change, as:
sAt+1 − Etst+1 = ηAt+1 + pt∆˜st+1 (8)
where ηAt+1 = s
A
t+1−Et(st+1|A) is the rational expectations forecast error, ∆˜st+1 = Et(st+1|A)−
Et(st+1|B) represents the expectations about the policy change, and the superscript A de-
notes state A. Accordingly, using equation (3b), together with equation (8), implies the
following estimable UIP equation:
sAt+1 − st = β0 + β1(f1t − st) + εt+1 (9)
where εt+1 = ηAt+1 + pt∆˜st+1 + ut+1, and ut+1 is a white noise error term. Note that εt+1
is no longer a zero-mean stationary process since it depends not only on white-noise error
terms, ηAt+1 and ut+1, but also on expected policy changes, pt∆˜st+1. Accordingly, under the
assumptions of risk neutrality and independently-formed exchange rate expectations over
the two states, one can show that
cov(εt+1, f1t − st) = pt [(1− pt) var(Et(st+1|A))− pt var(Et(st+1|B))] 6= 0 (10)
which implies a biased slope term when equation (3b) is estimated under the incorrect
assumption that the error term is white-noise. Moreover, it can be shown that when the
probability, pt, is sufficiently high, the peso problem causes a downward bias in the slope
term.
As this bias dissipates when the state changes from A to B, it is possible to compare the
results of the two regressions: the one that excludes the period in which the state is expected
to change, i.e. the peso problem prevails, and the other that uses the whole sample. This
approach has been pursued by Flood and Rose (1996) and Sachsida et al. (2001).
Flood and Rose (1996) document for the countries in the European Monetary System
that the exclusion of the realignment dates of bilateral DM central parities implies a 0.5
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decrease in the UIP slope coefficient over the period March 1979-March 1994. Hence, this
implies that the unfavorable evidence for the UIP condition for these economies may be
attributable to the inclusion of the pre-realignment dates during which the peso problem is
likely to prevail. Unlike Flood and Rose who analyze the slope term, Sachsida et al. (2001)
examine the intercept term in equation (3a), since the presence of a significant intercept
estimate may imply a risk premium that can be attributable to the peso problem. Their
analysis of Brazil for the period 1984-1998, indeed, implies a higher intercept estimate for
the period 1994-1998 that coincides with the Real Plan, indicating the possibility of the
peso problem in this period. Carvalho et al. (2004) include other Latin American countries
such as Argentina, Chile and Mexico and report that the country-specific intercept term
for Brazil decreases as the sample covers the flexible regime period of 1999-2001. This can
imply the presence of peso problem for Brazil in the pre-floating regime period.
The extent of the peso problem for emerging markets within the context of the UIP
condition seems to be a relatively unexplored area of research. This is because the market
expectations should be modeled explicitly and different states of the economy should be
identified appropriately to account for the peso problem. In addition, since it is not only
the exchange rate regime change, but also policy changes that have implications on macroe-
conomic fundamentals, further research on the peso problem in emerging markets should
also consider policy changes as well. In this sense, exploring country-specific financial in-
struments that can significantly reflect the market sentiment about policy change (Sercu
and Vinaimont, 2006), or analyzing monetary policy announcements that may signal future
states of the economy (Kaminsky, 1993) may provide valuable insights.
3.3 Monetary Policy Actions and the Uncovered Interest Parity
The third difference between the emerging markets and the developed economies within
the UIP context is that the likelihood of the simultaneity bias which is induced by central
banks’ tendency to over-react to exchange rate movements is expected to be higher for
emerging markets. In other words, monetary authorities’ inclination to contain exchange
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rate movements is expected to be more pronounced in these countries due to high levels
of currency substitution.16 McCallum (1994) formally shows that monetary authorities’
policy reactions to contain exchange rates by using interest rate as a policy tool lead to
the joint determination of the expected depreciation and the interest differential. Ferreira
(2004) extends McCallum’s model by recognizing that central banks also take into account
recent inflation and output gap movements, and analyzes the presence of simultaneity bias
for emerging markets.17 His results suggest that monetary policy actions indeed induce a
simultaneity bias for the emerging market countries included in the analysis.
Monetary policy actions, particularly, monetary sterilization of capital inflows, may also
have implications for observed (and possibly persistent) deviations from the UIP condition.
In particular, ceteris paribus, capital inflows put a downward pressure on domestic interest
rate and hence on deviations from the UIP condition, when the central bank does not
completely sterilize these inflows. Therefore, deviations from the UIP condition might be
persistent due to monetary sterilization despite large and persistent capital inflows. Along
with this argument, Cavoli and Rajan (2006) analyze the persistent deviations from the UIP
condition for five East Asian countries for the period preceeding the crisis of 1997. They
report that large capital inflows to these countries had a negligible impact on deviations
from the UIP condition, and argue that given that capital is not perfectly mobile, monetary
sterilization policies of central banks can explain why deviations from the UIP condition
persist during the pre-crisis period.
A further supporting evidence for the effect of monetary policy actions on deviations
from the UIP condition is drawn by Poghosyan et al. (2007) who relate the foreign exchange
risk premium, fkt − set+k, to the central bank’s interventions in the foreign exchange market
and ratio of deposits in domestic to foreign currencies. Poghosyan et al. report for Armenia
during 1997-2005 that the central bank’s such interventions indeed induce foreign exchange
risk premium and hence deviations from the UIP condition.
Although monetary authorities in emerging markets are expected to be more inclined to
react to exchange rate movements, the effect of such a “simultaneity” on the UIP condition
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for emerging markets so far received less attention. The few studies that explicitly analyze
the effect of monetary policy actions on the UIP condition document that central bank
policies indeed have implications for deviations from the UIP condition.
3.4 Risk Premium and the Uncovered Interest Parity
Within the context of testing for the UIP condition for developed economies, it is possible
to consider the existence of a premium due to exchange rate risk if investors are risk averse.
However, for emerging market economies, one has to also consider the possibility of having
a premium for default risk and another for political risk as well.18 The existence of these
additional premia can be justified by incomplete institutional reforms, weaker macroeco-
nomic fundamentals, more volatile economic conditions and shallow financial markets in
emerging markets. Hence, a priori, it is plausible to expect that emerging market assets
offer a higher and possibly time-varying premium to investors for bearing such risks.
As mentioned before, tests of the UIP condition do not involve a simple hypothesis,
but rather a joint one. Besides imposing rational expectations to arrive at an estimable
equation, one has to assume that agents are risk neutral, underlying assets are identical in
terms of liquidity, maturity, and default risks, and there exist deep financial markets and
perfect capital mobility. Therefore, the rejection of the UIP condition indicates one or more
of these assumptions fail. If the assumption of rational expectations can be retained, then
the failure of the UIP condition in the context of emerging markets can be attributable
to the failure risk neutrality and/or the failure of one or more other assumptions.19 For
example, when identical asset assumption fails, even risk-neutral investors will require a
premium for default risk.
These points together imply that it may be important to address the issue of risk
premium explicitly for emerging markets since even when agents have rational expectations
and are risk neutral, the other assumptions underlying the UIP condition are likely to be
violated given the aforementioned characteristics of these countries.
We next clarify the notion of risk premium and introduce the related literature on
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emerging markets through the following classification: Those that decompose the interest
rate differential, it,k−i∗t,k, into appropriate components to account for various types of risks,
and those that investigate the risk premium through modern portfolio theory.
3.4.1 Decomposing the Interest Rate Differential and the Risk Premium
In a rational expectations-UIP setting, the risk premium on the domestic currency can be
defined as the expected excess return above the UIP-implied level, as:
ρt = (it,k − i∗t,k)−∆ekst+k (11)
where ρt denotes the risk premium.20 In the context of developed economies, as risk-neutral
investors only care about expected returns, risk aversion is equivalent to asking for an
exchange rate risk premium. For emerging markets, however, as political and default risk
probabilities are included in expected returns, even risk-neutral investors would demand
premia for these additional risks. Therefore, ρt includes these risk premia both for risk-
neutral and risk-averse investors and also exchange rate risk premium if investors are risk
averse. Accordingly, lumping all these risks together within a single term and analyzing
how this term behaves over time may not be a suitable methodology for cases where these
premia are not highly positively correlated.
In line with this criticism, the interest rate differential in equation (11) can be augmented
through acknowledging that investors in question, in fact, have the option of choosing among
four alternatives instead of two, i.e. a domestic asset denominated in domestic currency
(it,k), a domestic asset denominated in foreign currency under domestic jurisdiction (i
f
t,k),
a domestic asset denominated in foreign currency under foreign jurisdiction (iEBt,k ), and a
foreign asset denominated in foreign currency (i∗t,k).
21 Hence, the interest rate differential
in equation (11) can be rewritten as:
it,k − i∗t,k =
(
it,k − ift,k
)
+
(
ift,k − i∗t,k
)
=
(
it,k − ift,k
)
+
(
iEBt,k − i∗t,k
)
+
(
ift,k − iEBt,k
)
(12)
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The first term in parentheses, it,k − ift,k, comprises of two identical assets in terms of
jurisdiction. This term, which can be named as currency premium, reflects only the risks
associated with exchange rate movements, as the assets differ only in terms of currency of
denomination. The second term, iEBt,k − i∗t,k, includes two assets under the same currency
and jurisdiction. This term is named as default risk premium, as the assets differ only in
terms of the issuer country. The third term, ift,k − iEBt,k , comprises of two assets that are
identical in terms of issuer and currency but differ in their jurisdictions. This term is called
political risk premium since the difference between the yields of these assets reflects the cost
of shifting them across jurisdictions. The summation of the last two terms, iEBt,k − i∗t,k and
ift,k − iEBt,k , is conventionally named as the country premium, as the assets that constitute
this premium are denominated under the same currency.22
Accordingly, ρt in equation (11) can be augmented as
ρt = (it,k − i∗t,k)−∆ekst+k =
(
it,k − ift,k −∆ekst+k
)
+
(
iEBt,k − i∗t,k
)
+
(
ift,k − iEBt,k
)
= ρEt + ρ
D
t + ρ
P
t (13)
where ρEt denotes the exchange rate risk, ρ
D
t denotes the default risk, and ρ
P
t denotes the
political risk. Within the UIP context, we can state that ρEt reflects departures from the
assumption of risk neutrality of the investors, ρDt reflects departures from the assumption
of identical default risk of the assets that constitute the interest differential, and ρPt reflects
the departures from the assumption of perfect mobility of assets across jurisdictions.
Data availability is a major problem in analyzing different components of risk premium
for emerging market assets. For example, it might be difficult for an emerging market econ-
omy to borrow in her own currency for long maturities. Therefore, if such a country would
like to increase the average maturity of her debt stock, she would have to borrow in terms
of foreign currency. This implies potential maturity mismatch problems when calculating
ρEt and ρ
P
t .
23 To the extent that data availability problems can be remedied, several studies
analyze different components of risk premium for emerging market assets. This literature
can be classified as those that decompose the interest rate differential to analyze currency
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and country premia; those that relate the combined risk premium ρt or individual com-
ponents of it, i.e. ρEt or ρ
D
t , to macroeconomic fundamentals which might reflect market
perception of risk; and those that analyze time-series properties of risk premium as defined
in equation (11).
Frankel and Okongwu (1996) and Domowitz et al. (1998) analyze currency and country
premia for Mexico in the early 1990s. They report that both the currency and country
premia are economically large, with the currency risk premium being higher and more
volatile. Accordingly, one may conjecture that deviations from the UIP condition for Mexico
during this period stem mainly from currency related risks rather than country risks. A
number of studies relate the currency and country premia with macroeconomic variables
that are expected to gauge market perception of risk such as Werner (1996), Schmukler
and Serven (2002), Rojas-Suarez and Sotelo (2007), Bratsiotis and Robinson (2007), and
Poghosyan et al. (2007).
Schmukler and Serven (2002) explore the patterns and determinants of currency pre-
mium for Argentina under the currency board. Their results suggest that imports-to-
international reserves, current account deficit-to-GDP and public deficit-to-GDP ratios,
and the liquidity positions of local banks, as well as macroeconomic conditions in other
emerging markets reflect an exchange rate risk premium, ρEt , for Argentina.
Using eurobond interest rate as a proxy for default risk, ρDt , Rojas-Suarez and Sotelo
(2007) analyze the relationship between default risk and interest rates on domestic assets
for various Latin American countries. Their results show that there is a unidirectional
Granger causality from ρDt to it and i
f
t , implying that if ρ
D
t is not taken into account, the
UIP regressions will produce biased estimates. In addition, redefining ρDt as i
EB
t,k − i∗t,k, they
report that default risk premium is indeed related to macroeconomic fundamentals, such as
ratios of external debt-to-government revenue, government liabilities held by banks-to-total
bank assets, as well as global liquidity conditions.
Werner (1996) relates the time-varying risk premium to the relative share of foreign
currency denominated government debt through a simple portfolio model of Dornbusch
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(1983). He questions the seemingly high level of confidence in the announced currency
band of Mexico -as inferred from the relatively low interest differential- prior to the Mexican
crisis of 1994. After adjusting the interest differential by such a time-varying risk premium,
Werner reaches a better ex ante measurement for the realized devaluation. By employing a
similar framework for the East Asian crisis of 1997, Bratsiotis and Robinson (2005) proxy the
risk premium term using relative share of foreign currency denominated private debt. They
document that once the UIP condition is corrected for such a time-varying risk premium,
it can then be used to forecast exchange rate depreciation prior to crisis.
Similarly, Poghosyan et al. (2007) relate the risk premium to two factors, i.e. the ratio
of deposits in domestic to foreign currencies, and foreign exchange market interventions
of central bank. Using the Armenian data for the period 1997-2005, they test whether
the risk premium can account for the forward premium bias, and whether there exists a
maturity effect. The results show that risk premium rises as maturity increases. Moreover,
regressing excess currency return on its own lags within a GARCH-in-mean framework,
where the conditional variance in the mean equation reflects time-varying risk premium,
they reject both risk neutrality and rational expectations hypotheses.
Another strand of literature examines the time-series properties of risk premium, ρt,
to shed light on market integration of the countries in question. Among others, Holte-
moller (2005) examines the monetary integration of the European Union accession coun-
tries through investigating the time path of ρt as defined in equation (11).24 Intuitively, the
magnitude and the volatility of the risk premia in these accession countries are expected to
decay gradually along the path of monetary integration. Accordingly, Holtemoller investi-
gates time series properties of ρt for each country and questions whether it has a declining
trend both in magnitude and volatility. ρt can be stationary only when domestic and the
foreign interest rates have the cointegrating vector (1,-1), and exchange rate changes are sta-
tionary. Holtemoller assumes the latter and tests whether the domestic and the Euro-zone
interest rates are cointegrated in this particular way. Within the context of regression-
based UIP analysis, a non-stationary risk premium term implies that domestic and foreign
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assets are not close substitutes, since their nominal returns diverge in a persistent way.
His findings suggest that the risk premia for all countries but Estonia and Lithuania are
either non-stationary or stationary with a non-declining trend. In addition, the estimated
volatilities of risk premia for these economies are found to be relatively high throughout the
sample period, which can be an evidence against the UIP condition.25
3.4.2 Asset Pricing Models and Risk Premium
Previous literature regards the expected excess return over the UIP-implied level as a pre-
mium for investors bearing risks associated with investing in an asset under different cur-
rency of denomination or jurisdiction. In the context of the capital asset pricing model
(CAPM), however, only the “systematic” portion of expected excess return is regarded as
a risk premium. In other words, an asset or portfolio having an excess return can be inter-
preted as offering a risk premium to the extent that the aforementioned risks, i.e. currency
or country risks, cannot be diversified by holding a well-diversified portfolio of assets that
includes it. The CAPM, then, can be used to extract the systematic portion of excess
currency returns. Loosely speaking, if the systematic risk is significant, the treatment of
excess returns as risk premia, as in the previous section, may be justified.26
There exists a vast number of studies testing various versions of the CAPM for emerging
markets, yet all confined to equity markets.27 Given that a country’s equities and bonds
share common dynamics of risks in the international setting, equity-market related risk
measurements can shed light on risks related to investing in fixed-income securities. Hence-
forth, we present studies on the CAPM which are explicitly related to the UIP framework
for emerging market economies, i.e. Bansal and Dahlquist (2000), Francis et al. (2002) and
Tai (2003).
Following the cross-sectional approach of Fama and Macbeth (1973), Bansal and Dahlquist
(2000) conduct a single-factor asset pricing test together with various country-specific at-
tributes for 34 developed and emerging market currency returns within the UIP context.
They investigate whether excess currency returns can be attributable to systematic risk and
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document that it is the country-specific attributes and not the systematic risks that matter.
Suspecting that the limited success of the previous result in relating excess currency
returns to systematic risks may be due to the choice of a single-factor model, Francis et al.
(2002) employ a three-factor Fama-French model (Fama and French, 1993) for nine emerging
markets for the period 1980-2000. They incorporate size and value factors and note that
these factors may reflect financial risks and future growth opportunities for an economy,
as suggested by Liew and Vassalou (2000). Francis et al. document that excess currency
returns over the UIP-implied level are significantly driven by systematic risks. Using a
multivariate GARCH framework, they report that excess currency returns for emerging
markets can be attributable to time-varying risk premia.28
Tai (2003) employs an international CAPM model assuming away PPP for four East
Asian countries during January 1986-July 1998. The results reported by Tai (2003) are in
line with those of Francis et al. (2002), i.e. excess currency returns are driven by systematic
risk factors. In particular, Tai explores whether excess returns from forward exchange rate
contracts are due to time-varying risk premia. The results show that systematic risk factors
are significant in explaining excess currency returns for the countries in the sample. Hence,
Tai argues that deviations from the UIP condition are attributable to the existence of
time-varying risk premia especially in the form of currency risks.
To sum up, there exists significant risk premia for emerging market assets. Moreover,
through decomposing the risk premia into currency, political and default risks, empirical
studies cited in this section report that the latter risks, which are generally negligible for
developed economies, are significant for emerging market assets. Similarly, studies that
employ variants of the CAPM suggest that risk premia are indeed offered by these country
assets. Accordingly, ignoring the existence of these risks while estimating the UIP condition
through equations (3a) or (3b) induces an omitted variable bias.
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4 Conclusion
Recent methodological advances challenge the earlier unfavorable empirical literature on
the UIP condition for developed economies. Indeed, it has been documented that these
unfavorable results are mostly due to constraining the estimation to a linear framework,
ignoring the possibility of high persistence in the data, and are not valid for long- and
extremely short-investment horizons.
Do emerging markets merit a special treatment while testing for the UIP condition?
To our understanding of the literature, the short answer to this question is yes. Emerging
markets have been by and large characterized by weaker macroeconomic fundamentals,
more volatile economic conditions, shallower financial markets, and incomplete institutional
reforms. These structural differences between the developed and the emerging markets have
implications for the empirical tests of the UIP condition. In particular, the assumptions
of negligible transaction costs, perfect substitutability of the underlying assets and the
existence of deep financial markets are likely to be violated for emerging markets. These,
in turn, imply non-negligible transaction costs as well as default and political risks for
the emerging market assets, on top of the exchange rate risk which may also be relevant
for developed economies. Accordingly, while testing for the UIP condition, if emerging
markets are analyzed with the same methodology as developed economies, one would expect
relatively unfavorable results for the emerging markets.
It is remarkable, however, that the empirical studies that analyze both the developed and
the emerging market economies using conventional methodology document less unfavorable
results for the emerging market economies. These comparative studies, in general, argue
that this finding can be attributable to high inflation rates and easy-to-follow pattern of
macroeconomic fundamentals in these economies.
The aforementioned distinctive characteristics of emerging markets, having implications
for deviations from the UIP condition, shape how we classify the related literature that
specifically focus on emerging markets. Namely, first, recurrent financial turmoils and on-
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going structural changes in emerging markets emphasize structural-break analysis. Second,
significant policy changes which are anticipated but not materialized for prolonged periods
are more likely to be observed for emerging markets. This point highlights the existence
of the peso problem for emerging markets. Third, due to widespread “fear of floating” of
central banks in emerging markets, monetary authorities in these countries over-react to
large swings in exchange rate movements. Such policy actions by the monetary authority
lead to the simultaneity problem, which should be taken into account while testing for the
UIP condition. Lastly, besides exchange rate risks, emerging market assets are likely to
be prone to default and political risks. Hence, while testing for the UIP condition, these
additional risks should be incorporated for emerging markets. In accordance with these
points, we classify the emerging market specific studies under four broad categories.
The first strand of literature, which focuses on structural-break analysis, reveals that
along the financial liberalization processes, in general, deviations from the UIP condition
abates. Our understanding of this literature is that in analyzing the UIP condition, struc-
tural break dates should indeed be taken into account and be endogenized. Future research
on this topic may address the difference between de jure and de facto break dates as well
as endogenous structural breaks.
With regards to the second and the third points, we identify evidence for the peso
problem and the simultaneity problem for emerging markets in the literature. The existence
of these points, as warranted (albeit by a limited number of studies), indicates that potential
unfavorable evidence for the UIP condition may not necessarily imply foreign exchange
market inefficiency for emerging markets.
The fourth strand of literature has decomposed ex post deviations from the UIP condi-
tion appropriately, and documented that besides exchange rate risks, default and political
risks, which are also reported to be related to macroeconomic fundamentals, play a role in
driving departures from the UIP condition. In practice, so far, the calculation of these dif-
ferent types of risks has not been feasible due to data unavailability as financial markets in
emerging markets are shallow and the time span is short. Over time, with the accumulation
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of new data, these risks can be incorporated appropriately.
Last but not the least, we would also like to emphasize the following points: The choice
of the base currency may have different implications for deviations from the UIP condition
for different regions. Testing for the UIP condition under different inflation episodes, i.e.
high and not-so-high inflation, may also be important. Asymmetricity deserves a special
emphasis, as higher (possibly extreme) interest differentials are more likely to reflect market
perception of risk towards these economies. Finally, due to the contagious nature of financial
crises, international investors may not differentiate between emerging markets, and therefore
deviations from the UIP condition for an emerging market may have an impact on others.
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Notes
1See Froot and Thaler (1990), Lewis (1995), Taylor (1995), Engel (1996), Sarno (2005), Isard (2006), and
Chinn (2006) for related literature surveys.
2Throughout the paper, excluding the interest rates, variables in lowercase letters denote the natural
logarithms. In the literature, exchange rates are expressed in natural logarithms to avoid the Siegel’s
paradox: Et
[
1
St+k
]
6= 1
EtSt+k
. See Edlin (2002) for a detailed discussion on the Siegel’s paradox.
3Essentially, if the CIP condition holds, estimating (3b) implies testing for the UIP condition as well as
the forward rate unbiasedness hypothesis, i.e. fkt = st+k.
4We use deviations from the UIP condition and the forward premium bias interchangeably throughout
Section 2. Yet, for Section 3 where we present the studies that focus on emerging market economies, we
differentiate between using equation (3a) and (3b), as the CIP condition may not hold for emerging market
economies (Kumhof, 2001).
5The range of potential issues that have implications for deviations from the UIP condition is certainly
non-exhaustive. For instance, departures from the UIP condition may be related with deviations from
the purchasing power parity (PPP) condition (possibly in the long run), as adjustments in capital and
commodity markets towards equilibrium may be interdependent (Juselius, 1995). Hence, the UIP condition
can be tested together with the PPP condition within a cointegration framework, and a joint testing of these
parity conditions may improve the empirical results in the sense the UIP condition may hold only when it is
tested jointly with the PPP (Ozmen and Gokcan, 2004). There are also term structure models in which the
term structure of the forward premium may impart useful information on the spot exchange rate movement
(see, for instance, Clarida and Taylor, 1997; Clarida et al., 2003) or in which the term structure of interest
rates is analyzed together with the UIP condition (inter alia, Bekaert et al., 2007).
6Another implication of the monetary policy action within the UIP context is the possibly-delayed over-
shooting of the nominal exchange rate in response to a positive interest rate shock. This phenomenon,
conventionally named as delayed overshooting, is supported empirically by Eichenbaum and Evans (1995)
who document for the U.S. for the late 1970s and 1980s that a contractionary monetary policy that leads to
a persistent increase in the domestic interest rate is followed by a currency depreciation only after several
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months. Gourinchas and Tornell (2004) and Bacchetta and van Wincoop (2006) relate delayed overshooting
as a potential reason for deviations from the UIP condition to departures from rational expectations.
7See Mody (2004) for a discussion on which market economies can be labeled as “emerging”.
8Among others, Edwards (2007) and Kose et al. (2006) provide indices for the degree of capital mobility
for both the developed and emerging market economies, elaborating that although emerging markets have
achieved a significant degree of capital market integration in the recent years, it is still less than that for the
developed economies. See Kose et al. (2006) for an additional discussion on measuring de jure and de facto
degree of capital market integration.
9Employing a different methodology, Tanner (1998) analyzes sample properties of ex post deviations from
the UIP condition, and report that the deviations are stationary with a close-to-zero mean for both emerging
and developed markets. Note that by analyzing deviations from the real interest parity condition, Ferreira
and Leon-Ledesma (2007) do not corroborate these less unfavorable findings for the UIP condition for
emerging markets. In particular, Ferreira and Leon-Ledesma report stationary real interest rate differential
albeit around a positive mean for emerging markets, as opposed to stationary around a zero mean real
interest differentials for developed economies. The results of Ferreira and Leon-Ledesma imply that ex ante
PPP and/or UIP does not hold for emerging markets, yet it is hard to extract which one exists or dominates.
10This point is further confirmed by Bacchetta and van Wincoop (2006) who demonstrate that persistent
inflation shocks induce an exchange rate depreciation together with an increase in interest differential. In
addition, Alvarez et al. (2006) show that the volatility of the risk premia is lower for economies experiencing
high and chronic inflation rates, which implies that the UIP slope estimates are expected to be closer to one
for these economies.
11For a further discussion on the choice of base currency, see Lee (2006).
12Testing for other interest parity conditions, i.e. covered and real interest parities, may have implications
for interpreting empirical evidence on the UIP condition. Hence, on occasion, we also refer to these.
13Note, also, that structural changes, particularly financial liberalizations do not occur at a specific date,
and hence should be represented as gradual processes.
14Some empirical studies on other parity conditions take into account regime switch dates. Mansori (2003)
tests for the CIP condition before and after the de jure break date. Baharumshah et al. (2005) analyze
the effect of liberalization on real interest differentials for ten Asian emerging markets vis-a´-vis Japan and
use a common ad hoc break date for the whole sample. They report that real interest parity holds for the
post-liberalization era.
15Using endogenously determined structural breaks, Singh and Banerjee (2006) and Ferreira and Leon-
Ledesma (2007) analyze the stationarity of deviations from the real interest parity condition for a set of
emerging markets. Both studies report stationary real interest differentials when structural breaks are taken
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into account.
16Calvo and Reinhart (2002) document that monetary authorities’ fear of large currency swings, fear of
floating, is pervasive especially among emerging markets.
17The emerging market countries included are Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico, and Turkey. The time
period is May 1995-March 2004.
18Dooley and Isard (1980) define political risk as risk due to potential changes in capital account restrictions
and hence possibility of future deviations from perfect capital mobility. Aliber (1973) is the first to define
this concept.
19Chinn and Frankel (2002) use survey-based exchange rate data for ten emerging markets for the period
1988-1994 and document that actual depreciation and survey-based expected depreciation move together
for three high-inflation emerging markets. This indicates that for such countries rational expectations
assumption can be retained.
20As aforementioned, when investors take into account real rather than nominal returns, the definition of
risk premium as in equation (11) should be augmented by the JIT.
21Suppose domestic refers to an emerging market, and foreign denotes the U.S. Accordingly, the choices
are (i) an emerging market government bond denominated in domestic currency, e.g. Cetes for Mexico, (ii)
an emerging market government bond denominated in foreign currency, e.g. Tesobonos for Mexico, (iii) an
emerging market eurobond, and (iv) the U.S. T-bond, all having the same maturity.
22Country premium can also be approximated by analyzing time-series properties of deviations from the
CIP condition since the CIP condition rules out currency risks. See, for example, Kumhof (2001).
23To circumvent the potential maturity mismatch problem, Rojas-Suarez and Sotelo (2007) test whether
the underlying asset yields and the expected depreciation/forward premium move together in the long run.
24These countries are the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, the Slovak Re-
public and Slovenia. The start of the sample period varies between January 1994 and March 2002, and the
end of the period varies between June 2002 and October 2004. The reference interest rate is Euribor with
3-month maturity.
25Analyzing time-series properties of deviations from the real interest parity condition, Singh and Banerjee
(2006) and Ferreira and Leon-Ledesma (2007) report stationary albeit around a positive mean real interest
differentials for the emerging markets in their sample.
26See Fama and French (2004) for a comprehensive survey on the CAPM.
27Bekaert and Harvey (2003) provide discussions on emerging equity markets as well as a survey of this
literature. For most recent empirical works, see Girard and Omran (2007), Iqbal and Brooks (2007), Misirli
and Alper (2007) and Tai (2007).
28In addition, Francis et al. report that the systematic component of excess returns, i.e. risk premium,
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for emerging markets were significantly affected by capital market liberalizations. The risk premia for Latin
American countries in their sample have increased after liberalizations, whereas they have decreased for East
Asian countries and Turkey.
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